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ABSTRACT

Every year, two thirds of college seniors (about 1.8 million) in the US graduate with significant debts, but most of them are poorly equipped with essential financial knowledge to manage their debts and make intelligent financial decisions. Programming courses are uniquely positioned to offer opportunities to help students improve financial literacy. However, there have been no integrated courses to exploit the synergy. Meanwhile, computing disciplines face continued challenges of getting students interested in computing and finding ways to improve learning effectiveness. To address these challenges, we are developing an innovative teaching strategy that infuses financial literacy into four computing courses and engages students to develop financial literacy games. Students’ interests and learning outcomes will be improved because they enjoy computer games and are motivated when they use computing skills to address issues closely related to their daily lives.
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INTRODUCTION

Programming is an essential component of the curricula of all five sub-disciplines of computing, which include Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Information Systems, Information Technology, and Software Engineering (ACM AIS IEEE-CS 2009). Programming courses are offered in most of 4,000 colleges and universities in the country, and the need for trained workers continues to be high. However, computing disciplines face declining enrollment as student interest appears to have waned. The world of programming, replete with data types, inheritance, software design patterns, and other important programming may hold little relevance for students whose world is struggling with the housing bubble, financial crisis, job losses, and mounting debts. Debt weighs heavily on today’s college students, and more than two thirds of college students (i.e., 1.8 million) graduate with significant student loan obligations. Without the financial knowledge needed to effectively manage debt, students may even regret the choice to go to college. A recent graduate with $60,000 in student loans commented, “Sometimes I think going to school is the worst single mistake I’ve made” (Damast 2009). The need for financial literacy for college students is critical and provides an opportunity for a novel approach to computer programming education. To better engage students in learning essential programming skills, we must change how we teach programming, as well as what we teach. We must relate the curricula to the lives of students. Furthermore, students usually learn well with hands-on tools such as computer games. A few online games teach certain aspects of personal finance, but lack realistic scenarios and are too simplistic to be effective.

We have designed teaching strategy that directly addresses these challenges in programming education. In this paper, we describe this strategy. The approach is being implemented and additional results will be incorporated into the revision of the paper at the end of the April.

OVERVIEW OF APPROACH

We have designed the approach to unite programming and financial literacy in five courses: four programming courses and one personal financial literacy course. This approach has three major components:

1. Students in selected programming courses will develop software components and libraries such as loan calculators and investment management tools;

2. In a game development course, students will integrate these software components into a serious financial literacy game;
The financial literacy game will be employed in related computer courses and in a university-wide general education course on personal financial literacy.

Figure 1 shows the relationships of the courses and components as well as the implementation timeline. Table 1 provides detailed information about the courses involved.

Table 1. Characteristics of Courses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Curriculum Requirement</th>
<th>Topics and Objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IT210 – Programming 1</td>
<td>Required, IT major</td>
<td>Intro to programming, to provide students with an understanding of the C++ language elements and an opportunity to apply the language in a practical context.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT310 – Programming 2</td>
<td>Required, IT major</td>
<td>Topics include OO concepts and GUI business applications. To prepare students with problem solving skills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT430 – OOP with Java</td>
<td>Elective, IT &amp; CS majors</td>
<td>Advanced topics in OOP, software design patterns, and software engineering principles, which are reinforced by implementing practical business applications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECE407 – Game Development</td>
<td>Elective, ECE &amp; CS majors</td>
<td>Topics include game architecture, computer graphics theory, user interaction, audio, high level shading language, animation, physics, and artificial intelligence. Students develop games related to STEM education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIN210 – Personal Financial Literacy</td>
<td>General education</td>
<td>Introduction to various aspects of individual financial decision making, with an emphasis on short- and long-term personal financial planning. It uses scenarios, practical cases, and special projects to provide concrete applications of abstract concepts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on information about student loans garnered from Department of Education statistics, the game will focus on three areas of financial literacy: (1) Lifestyle and savings; (2) debt management; and (3) investments and advanced topics. Infusing these personal finance concepts into programming courses will allow for practice of computing skills, but will also help students understand the importance of saving money, of carefully managing student loans and other forms of debt, as well as the basics of investment. The components of the focus areas are color coded in Figure 1. The purposes and programming knowledge involved are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2. Incorporating Financial Literacy into Programming Education

This approach will allow students to see firsthand how to build software components for complex software systems that solve problems closely related to their daily lives. Furthermore, the use of computer games will attract more students to computing disciplines while improving learning effectiveness. Multiple game versions will emerge from the students’ creative work. (Here, games refers to multiple versions of the game; the terms game and games are used interchangeably in the rest of the paper.)

JUSTIFICATION

In this section, we provide discussions and evidence to demonstrate the expected effectiveness of the approach.

Rationale

One of the chief problems facing college students today is student loan debt. The average loan amount of graduating seniors has reached $22,500 (Department of Education 2009), and the total for outstanding student loans in the U.S. has surpassed $675 billion in the nation (Damast 2009). The current economic downturn, along with the challenge of finding employment has resulted in a soaring student loan default rate. Faced with high debt, students and recent graduates are expressing doubt regarding the value of college education. “You often hear the quote that you can’t put a price on ignorance. But with the way higher education is going, ignorance is looking more and more affordable every day,” said a student graduated a year ago.

Unfortunately, most college students lack the financial literacy necessary to make sound financial decisions and effectively manage their debts. College education offers students little exposure to personal finance topics, and courses offered on personal finance are usually electives that target business and management majors. As a result, almost two million students graduate each year, poorly equipped to deal with loan obligations. Personal finance management involves information processing, data gathering and number crunching to compare various what-if scenarios. These tasks are a perfect fit for programming courses as students can practice their skills by developing applications for personal finance management. However, no such integrated curricula exist to date. Furthermore, students usually learn well with hands-on tools such as computer games. A few online games teach certain aspects of personal finance, but lack realistic scenarios and are too simplistic to be effective.
Despite many improvements made in programming education (Pears et al. 2007; Robins et al. 2003), little has been done to exploit the synergy between programming and finance in undergraduate education due to disciplinary barriers. Typical programming textbooks and courses use many example and applications to illustrate the key programming concepts. But these examples and applications are often designed with the “concepts” in mind, not with the “students” or the issues concerning the students in mind. Therefore they often change from topic to topic, as if they were created at random. As a result, they are not effective in helping students learn programming. Even worse, students lose interests in learning programming when they do not see how they can use what they learn to solve the problems they face. Most today’s students enjoy playing computer games. We should leverage student interests in games by engaging them in game development. This will give students hands-on experiences of using their programming skills and applying software engineering principles.

Results from Prior Work

The effectiveness of the teaching strategy is supported by the results of our prior work that incorporated financial literacy into IT 430, Objected-Oriented Programming (OOP) with Java (Zhu 2011), and engaged students in extensive programming tasks in ECE 407, Introduction to Game Development (Shen 2009a; Shen 2009b; Shen 2010).

In teaching IT 430, we incorporated financial topics in the forms of example programs and programming assignments throughout the course. Despite the “theme” of financial applications, only three financial programs are used to avoid overburdening students with financial topics so that they can focus on programming. The programs were implemented multiple times using different methods to help students learn essential programming skills and software engineering principles, ranging from language constructs to OOP concepts and software design patterns. Figure 2 shows the screenshots of a mortgage calculator implemented as a standalone application using the Model-View-Controller (MVC) design pattern and as a Web application that reuses the Model component of the MVC implementation.

Table 3 shows the results of a survey of the students enrolled in Dr. Zhu’s Spring 2009 course. The approach was effective in helping students learn programming and financial literacy simultaneously. (Note: the percentages of “Neither Yes or No” responses are not shown.)

1. I have a student loan
2. Mortgage calculator helped me learn programming
3. Mortgage calculator helped me understand debt
4. I am interested in learning to write programs that will help me manage and reduce debt
5. I think computer tools can help me reduce expenses
6. I think computer tools can help me make better financial decisions
7. I invest or plan to invest my money
8. I can read and analyze company financial reports
9. I am interested in using my programming skills to write programs to gather and process financial info.
A majority of students had student loans, and most found the various implementations of a mortgage calculator helped them learn both programming and debt management. Other answers indicate that students generally have positive attitudes towards using programming skills to address financial issues.

The effectiveness of the approach was also reflected in student grades. The grade point average for the course had increased from 2.4 (2006) to 3.4 (2009) since the adoption of the integrated teaching strategy. Additional details of the experimental approach can be found in (Zhu 2011).

Since 2009, we have been offering ECE 40 to teach game development theory and techniques with emphasis on education game development (Shen 2009a; Shen 2009b; Shen 2010). It quickly became popular. Course topics include game architecture, 2D and 3D games, computer graphics theory, user interactions, audio, high level shading language, animation, content generation, game deployment, mathematics, physics, and artificial intelligence. Students develop games for Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) education at different levels, and these games can be deployed on multiple hardware platforms, including PCs, game consoles and mobile platforms. In addition, the games can be played locally or through the network. Students enrolled in this course have come from different majors, including computer science, modeling and simulation, computer engineering, electrical engineering, information technology, and mechanical engineering. This course is an important component of Old Dominion University's game curriculum, which was selected by The Princeton Review as one of the top 50 undergraduate game design programs in the US.

Course evaluations were conducted at the end of the Spring 2009 and Spring 2010 semesters and the overall feedback from the students was very positive. The evaluation results indicated that the lectures and programming assignments were well structured and very interesting, that the course improved students' object-oriented design and programming skills, and that, overall, they benefited from this course.

Theoretical Foundation and Empirical Support

Programming assignments and course projects will provide students with opportunities to integrate multidisciplinary knowledge and solve practical financial problems. This hands-on, learning-by-doing practice will elevate student interest and improve learning effectiveness (Davis 1993; Felder and Peretti 1998; Starrett and Morcos 2001).

Electronic games, including video and computer games, are a pervasive aspect of American culture and entertainment: as many as 65 percent of American households play games (Entertainment Software Association 2009). The game industry has evolved into an important business sector that is larger than the film industry with an annual revenue of $20.2 billion in 2009 (NPD Group 2010). This passion for games can be exploited for more vital purposes, such as education, training, and marketing, via “serious games.” Game-based learning uses serious or educational games with defined learning outcomes and objectives. Traditionally game-based learning mainly targeted young children, but all ages can benefit from game-based learning. A number of commercial and free game-based learning software packages have been released, including Reader Rabbit, a series of software titles for kids aging from toddlers to 3rd graders that teaches learn math and reading (The Learning Company 2009); Fun Brain, a very popular website of Pearson Education, which provides many games on math and reading (Pearson Education Inc. 2009); and Alice, a 3D graphical programming environment for generating interactive animations and games (Cargenie Mellon University 2009a) that has been used by over 1,300 schools to teach both game development and introductory object-oriented programming (Cargenie Mellon University 2009b). Football games, such as Madden NFL, have been routinely used by NFL teams for planning and training purposes, as Microsoft Flight Simulator X is for flight simulations. Whyville is a popular virtual world for children to learn various subjects such as science and geography and to interact with each other (Numedeon Inc 2009). Research has even found that surgeons who played video games performed better in surgeries. Finally, the value of game-based learning has been recognized by national organizations such as National Science Foundation and National Research Council (American Association for the Advancement of Science 2005; Project Kaleidoscope 2002; The National Academies 2003).

IMPLEMENTATION

We are currently in Year 1 of the implementation timeline discussed earlier. We have completed a preliminary design of the game, which we call “My Life”. Figure 3 is shows a schematic view of the architecture of core components of the game engine. Player profile will be initially obtained via a question-answer session and continuous adjusted according to player decisions made during game play. Certain events that affect student life will be generated during game play.
Currently, we are implementing three prototypes: (1) Web application using SilverLight as the front end, (2) XNA implementation to be deployed on Windows Phone and Xbox, and (3) Android implementation to be deployed on Android-based phones and tablets. Figure 4 shows screenshots of the current implementation using XNA. The game engine’s event generator generates events based on user profiles at a configurable pace (e.g., a tick corresponding to a day, a week, or a month). Figure 4(a) shows the scenario where the user is presented with three events. When responding to these events, the user must make decisions, which will affect the user’s personal financial situation in the game. Figure 4(b) shows that the user decides to pay credit card bill in full.

Figure 3. Architecture of game engine.

Figure 4. Screenshots of game implementation using XNA.

We do not expect students to create the entire game with full features within a semester. Instead, we provide the game engine and several components to students and ask them to develop additional functions. Alternatively, students can create their standalone games or applications that address certain aspect of personal finance. For example students have created Android applications that estimate annual expenses for college, give quizzes about personal finance, and display online personal finance contents that are updated frequently through RSS feeds. Selected applications will be incorporated into the game by the research team.
EVALUATION
The implementation is evaluated systematically by an independent evaluator using a comprehensive methodology adapted from the AEIOU approach (Kemis and Walker 2000). AEIOU standards for Accountability, Effectiveness, Impact, Organization Context, Unanticipated Consequences. Data is collected using questionnaires, interviews, and observations as well as from sources such as enrollment and grades distribution. Surveys are being conducted both in the beginning and near the end of each semester. A preliminary analysis of the evaluation shows the approach has had some positive impacts on students’ learning attitude and interest in computing. For example, in response to the question of “to which area(s) are you going to apply what you have learned from this course”, most students expressed their readiness to apply what they had learned in “other related courses” or in “IT related jobs”. When responding to the question of “are you interested in knowing more about game development and personal finance? Why”, many students realized the importance of these areas. They understand that knowing game development is not only for fun in their learning process but also for an increase of their competitiveness in their job opportunities.

The game will be used in FIN210 in Fall 2012. The effectiveness of game-based learning for students in the course will be evaluated using a similar method.

The preliminary findings of the ongoing evaluation study are consistent with the results from our prior experimental work in two courses. The teaching strategy has the potential to improve students learning outcomes in both computing and financial literacy.

CONCLUSION
We have designed, and are currently implementing, a novel teaching strategy to address challenges facing programming education. The approach integrates financial literacy into programming courses and adopts game-based learning in these courses. Building on the theory and empirical research on effective learning, the student-centered approach will significantly improve students’ learning effectiveness by relating what the students learn to their lives. It will offer students hands-on experience of implementing financial literacy games that can be played online and on mobile devices.
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